LP® SolidStart™ LSL 29mm Rim Board:
Better All The Way Around

Stocking Dealer

LP® SolidStart™ LSL Rim Board contains none of
the knots and voids found in traditional timber,
eliminating the need for the time consuming and
wasteful culling process. It offers better nail holding
capabilities than traditional softwood timber, while
resisting warping, splitting and twisting.
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• Designed specifically for the UK market
• High vertical load capacity
• Better nail holding capabilities and less
splitting than traditional softwood timber
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• Manufactured to European metric depths
with end and edge seal to help protect
against harsh climates
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LP® SolidStart™ 225i

• Available in long lengths up to 12.0
metres and matches any I-Joist depth
from 145mm to 406mm
• IFC 60 minute (double) and 90 minute
(treble) fire rating

“Simply Better”
PEFC/29-31-102

BV-SFICOC-US09000262

• PEFC and SFI Chain of Custody
(CoC) certified
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• Ideal for teaming with LP SolidStart 225i
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Superbly Sustainable
LP SolidStart 225i helps you meet the rigorous
standards of the Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH) in
many ways. By matching traditional UK brick and block
coursing and standard EU Glulam depth, LP SolidStart
225i allows you to build a more airtight “envelope,”
which creates a more thermally efficient structure.

LP® SolidStart™ 225i:
Developed Specifically For The UK
To Be Simply Better In Every Way
The LP® SolidStart™ 225i is the first and only I-Joist
product specifically manufactured for use in Great
Britain. The 225i matches UK brick and block
coursing, as well as EU Glulam depth, so that
materials can be brought together easily, safely and
economically when creating floors.
The LP SolidStart 225i is ideally suited to both
Traditional Build and Timber Frame building
methods. It outspans most shallower I-Joists, as well
as some narrower 240mm and 241mm deep I-Joists.
The web of every LP SolidStart 225i is made of a
speciality grade of Oriented Strand Board (OSB), the
most preferred web material available today. The
result is an engineered I-Joist that is stiffer kilo for
kilo than most traditional timber.
Because its moisture content is more consistent than
that of timber, the 225i is far less prone to issues
such as twisting, warping and shrinking. So you can
build with a light, strong I-Joist that makes true and
uniform floors and ceilings possible for residential
and light commercial construction.

LP SolidStart 225i also accommodates mechanical
ducting with ease. That’s more important that ever,
since mechanical ducting is now required to reduce
damp and other problems associated with MVHR
systems. In fact, LP SolidStart 225i can accommodate
all the installation requirements of MVHR systems
far more easily than old-fashioned solid timber joists,
saving you time and money, job after job.

LP SolidStart 225i
“Simply Better”
• Matches traditional block depth
• Matches standard EU Glulam depth
• Can accommodate up to 148mm round
service holes, according to “Simply Better
Site Guide” guidelines
• Convenient 38mm pre-stamped knockout holes
• 63mm wide flanges for easy nailing and
better performance
• PEFC and SFI Chain of Custody (CoC) Certified
• Straighter and more uniform in strength, stiffness
and size than traditional timber
• Available in standard timber
lengths (3m to 12m)
• No herringbone strutting required
• Easier service installation
and on-site handling than
traditional timber
• A simple “one-joist” solution
• Convenient way to meet new
building regulations
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It’s More Than Our Products,
It’s The Way We Do Business
At LP Building Products, we’re proud to offer
integrated building solutions that work together
to save you time and money, while offering many
environmental benefits. But something else sets us
apart. We believe that “sustainability” means acting
in a way that protects the environment, embraces
social responsibilities, and builds economic
prosperity today and for future generations.
We know that your reputation is built on the strength
of your materials. That’s why we set a higher standard
by using both PEFC and SFI certified timber
procurement systems and offering products with both
PEFC and SFI Chain of Custody (CoC) certification
that will meet or surpass the regulations and standards
applicable in the United Kingdom and Ireland.

